Abstract-Visible light communication (VLC) combined with advanced illumination may be expected to become an integral part of next-generation heterogeneous networks. In order to mitigate the performance degradation imposed by the intercellinterference (ICI), a user-centric (UC) cluster formation technique employing vectored transmission (VT) is proposed for the VLC down-link system, where multiple users may be simultaneously supported by multiple access points (APs). In contrast to the traditional network-centric (NC) design, the UC-VT cluster formation is dynamically constructed and adjusted, rather than remaining static. Furthermore, we consider the critical issue of multiuser scheduling (MUS) relying on maximizing the "sum utility" of this system, which leads to a joint cluster formation and MUS problem. In order to find a practical solution, the original problem is reformulated as a maximum weighted matching (MWM) problem relying on a user-AP distance-based weight and then a low-complexity greedy algorithm is proposed, which offers a suboptimal yet compelling solution operating close to the optimal value found by the potentially excessive-complexity exhaustive search. Our simulation results demonstrate that the proposed greedy MUS algorithm combined with the UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing an average user throughput of about 90% of the optimal throughput, which is about three times the throughput provided by the traditional cellular design in some of the scenarios considered.
been dedicated to the point-to-point transmission and reception techniques in VLC networks [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] , as also indicated by the IEEE 802.15.7 standard ratified for short-range visible light wireless communication [11] . Apart from their multifold advantages, naturally, VLC systems also exhibit several potential drawbacks, such as reduced performance in non-lineof-sight scenarios, lack of native up-link support, a confined coverage compared to cellular radio frequency networks etc.
Amongst all the design challenges, the performance degradation imposed by Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) at the cell edge may lead to dramatic reduction of the Quality of Service (QoS) in a VLC down-link system. As a result, careful VLC cell formation becomes crucial, since it is the salient design stage of the entire system design cycle. Traditional designs conceived for VLC cells operating both with and without Frequency Reuse (FR) or fractional frequency reuse planning, have been studied in [12] [13] [14] , where each optical Access Point (AP) illuminates a small confined cell. As a further advance, a multi-AP joint transmission scheme relying on Combined Transmission (CT) and Vectored Transmission (VT) 1 were also investigated in [12] . In contrast to the above-mentioned Network-Centric (NC) design philosophy, a novel User-Centric (UC) cell formation regime was proposed in [15] [16] [17] , where amorphous user-specific multi-AP cells are constructed for jointly transmitting data to a single User Equipment (UE) 2 by employing CT, which we referred to as UC-CT. By definition, UC design is different from the NC design, where the network configuration is fixed, regardless of the tele-traffic. In order to further improve the achievable bandwidth efficiency of the previously proposed UC-CT and to allow each multi-AP cell simultaneously serve multiple UEs as discussed in [12] , we propose the UC-VT-based cluster formation principle in this paper. UC-VT cluster formation may be defined as forming the UC-VT clusters, where each UC-VT cluster is served by a set of VLC APs, which simultaneously serve multiple UEs by employing VT. More explicitly, a UC-VT cluster includes a set of APs and UEs as well as the transmission links between them. Note that the previously proposed UC-CT-based cell formation of [15] [16] [17] may be regarded as a special case of our UC-VT-based cluster formation, when only a single UE resides within the coverage of the UC-VT cluster.
When multiple UEs are present in a VLC network, efficient resource allocation and Multi-User Scheduling (MUS) constitutes one of the salient problems, which in fact affects all multi-user networks. However, the problem of VLC-based networks has remained to a large extent hitherto unexplored in the open literature, although recently some valuable studies were disseminated in the context of NC single-AP VLC cells [18] [19] [20] [21] . In particular, the authors of [18] proposed a heuristic scheme for allocating interference-constrained sub-carriers in a multiple access VLC system relying on Discrete MultiTone (DMT) modulation, in order to improve the aggregate throughput. The authors of [19] carefully designed a logical framework aiming to localize, access, schedule and transmit in VLC systems, which was capable of achieving a substantial throughput at a modest complexity. However, similar to most of the literature studying resource allocation in VLC-based systems, both [18] and [19] endeavour to improve the attainable throughput without giving any cognizance to the fairness experienced by the UEs. By taking fairness into account, the authors of [20] proposed an Incremental Scheduling Scheme (ISS), where the global scheduling phase is responsible for assigning the resources to the UEs, while the local scheduling phase regularly adjusts the resource allocation by backtracking the UEs' movements. Furthermore, the authors of [21] proposed a Proportional Fairness (PF) based scheduling algorithm for a centrally controlled VLC system, which outperformed the maximum-rate scheduling policy in terms of balancing the achievable throughput against the fairness experienced by the UEs. Broadly speaking, most studies of the MUS problem encountered in VLC systems are based on single-AP VLC cells. By contrast, we are going to tackle the problems of MUS and UC-based cluster formation relying on VT.
Against the above-mentioned background, in this paper, i) we investigate the MUS problem relying on the UEs' PF as a measure by assigning each UE a specific scheduling priority, which is inversely proportional to its anticipated resource consumption [22] and then maximizing a carefully selected network utility function [23] , when jointly considering amorphous UC-VT cluster formations for the VLC down-link. ii) More explicitly, the optimal solution of this joint UCbased cluster formation and MUS problem is first found by a high-complexity exhaustive search, which may have an overwhelming complexity even for a modest-scale system. In order to reduce the computational complexity, the original problem is formulated as a Maximum Weighted Matching (MWM) problem and multiple UEs are scheduled by solving the Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . iii) To further improve the grade of practicability, a greedy algorithm is proposed, which operates at a considerably lower complexity, despite taking into account the dynamics of the UC-VT clusters. iv) Moreover, the computational complexity of both the exhaustive search and of the proposed schemes is analysed and various cluster formations are evaluated for diverse VLC characteristics, such as the Field-Of-View (FOV), the Line-Of-Sight (LOS) blocking probabilities, the optical AP arrangement, etc. VLC can be considered as a new member in the small-cell family of the Heterogeneous Network (HetNets) landscape for complementing the overloaded radio frequency band [17] . The UC cluster formation principle designed for VLC environments constitutes a novel and competitive design paradigm for the super dense multi-tier cell combinations of HetNets, where the sophisticated UEs can actively participate in cell planning, resource management, mobility control, service provision, signal processing, etc. Considering the large-scale multi-inputmulti-output systems for example, the antenna selection scheme or beamforming techniques may be designed in a similar UC manner, according to the UEs' geo-location and service requirements. As a result, the UC concept may be expected to become one of the disruptive techniques to be used in the forthcoming 5G era [17] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our system model and the UC-VT clusters considered are presented in Section II. Our MUS methodology is described and evaluated in Section III and Section IV, respectively, while dynamically constructing UC-VT clusters. Finally, Section V offers our conclusions.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The VLC down-link is considered, which is constituted by a set of VLC APs and each of them relies on an LED array constructed from several LEDs. The essence of our UC-VT cluster formation is to assign the UEs and optical APs to each other for the sake of maximizing the total utility after employing VT in each of the UC-VT cluster. This procedure is entirely based on the UEs' specific conditions and thus leads to UC clusters. In this section, we first discuss the optical link characteristics and cluster formation, before investigating how to select the UE set supported by a specific AP set in a multi-user system.
A. Link Characteristics
Since each UE has a limited FOV, they can only receive information from the optical APs, when one or more APs reside within the UE's FOV. According to [29] , if the angle of incidence ψ from an AP to a UE is less than the UE's FOV ψ F , the optical channel's Direct Current (DC) attenuation of the LOS path is given by
where the Lambert index m depends on the semi-angle φ 1/2 at half-illuminance of the source, which is given by m = −1/ log 2 (cos φ 1/2 ). Furthermore, D PA is the physical area of the detector's Photo-Diode (PD), l is the distance between the VLC transmitter and the receiver, while φ is the angle of irradiance. Still referring to (1), T s (ψ) and g(ψ) denote the gain of the optical filter and of the optical concentrator [29] , where n is the refractive index of a lens at a PD. Furthermore, according to [10] , when the incidence angle ψ is no larger than the FOV, the channel's DC attenuation on the first reflection is given by
where l 1 denotes the distance between an AP and a reflective point, while l 2 is the distance between this point and a UE. The reflectance factor and the reflective area are denoted by ρ and d D wall , respectively. Additionally, β 1 and β 2 represent the irradiance angles to the reflective point and to the UE, respectively. Our VLC parameter values are summarized in TABLE I.
B. Cluster Formation
Following the traditional cellular design principle, each optical AP illuminates an individual cell and adopts Unity Frequency Reuse (UFR) across all cells, where the ICI is imposed by the LOS ray of neighbouring cells and consequently the UE may experience dramatic performance degradation at the cell edge. In order to reduce the ICI, appropriate FR patterns may be employed as an appealingly simple solution, while the system has to obey the classic trade-off between reduced bandwidth efficiency and improved cell-edge Signalto-Interference-plus-Noise-Ratio (SINR), when using a FR factor higher than one, as investigated in our previous work [12] . Apart from the single-AP cells, we studied multi-AP merged cells, where several neighbouring VLC APs cooperate by employing either CT or VT techniques. The above-mentioned cell designs, including regular UFR/FR and merged multi-AP cells with CT/VT, rely on a fixed cell-shape, regardless of the traffic requirements, which are referred to as NC formations. In contrast to the fixed-shape NC cell formation designs, the UC design philosophy was proposed in [15] [16] [17] , which was capable of supporting irregular-shape elastic cell formations that were capable of accommodating dynamic traffic requirements. By employing CT, each multi-AP UC-CT cell of [15] is only capable of supporting a single UE in a specific time slot. In order to serve multiple UEs at the same time, we propose the VT aided UC cluster formation, which is referred to as a UC-VT cluster in this paper. Let us now discuss the model of our system in more detail. 
with α i and μ j denoting the index of VLC APs and UEs, respectively. Hence, the number of vertices in G is given by (N A + N U ). Furthermore, when a UE can receive data from an AP, either via the direct LOS path or via the reflected path, a link may be established between them, which is said to be an edge, and these two vertices are said to be adjacent. The edge set E represents all possible links between APs and UEs with one of the endpoints in V A and the other one in V U , which may be written as
where e α i ,μ j denotes the link between AP α i and UE μ j . Since the placement of the VLC APs is fixed, the edge set is determined by the UEs' specific conditions, such as their FOV, position, etc. Therefore, the network graph is said to be UC. Still referring to Fig. 2a , the graph G is not fully connected, since not all pairs of vertices are joined by a path. Further scrutiny reveals that G has three independent components, which are said to be partially connected components, as explicitly shown in Fig. 2b , marked by Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 . There are no adjacent AP-UE vertices amongst these distinctive components of Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 , which indicates that UEs cannot receive data from the optical APs belonging to the other components, only from their own. Thus, the ICI is totally eliminated. Explicitly, since none of the individual components is affected by the others, the proposed cluster formation algorithms may be executed within every single component, as it will be discussed in Section III. On the other hand, in order to simultaneously serve multiple UEs, Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based VT techniques are introduced in our system. The underlying principle of ZF-based VT is to totally eliminate the interference at the multiple AP transmitters, so that all the UEs receive mutually interference-free signals. In general, when employing VT the maximum number of UEs supported in a single time slot should be no more than the number of APs. Hence, the ZFbased VT may not be employed directly by each component in Fig. 2b . For example, the number of UEs is almost twice as high as the number of APs in Q 2 . Therefore, we eliminate the interference by ensuring that only some of the UEs will be scheduled and we solve this problem by constructing a UC-VT cluster with the aid of the serving APs. There are various options for scheduling the UEs shown in Fig. 2c and 2d , where the UEs denoted by the dashed triangle boundary are not scheduled and the edges denoted by dashed lines are not established during the current slot. Furthermore, the UC-VT clusters formed are denoted by C n , i.e. by C 1 , C 2 and C 3 in Fig. 2c and 2d . Before investigating how to schedule the UEs, let us first discuss the VT within each UC-VT cluster formed.
C. Vectored Transmission
After scheduling the UEs, each UC-VT cluster is formed, as shown for example in Fig. 2c , where the clusters are denoted by C 1 , C 2 and C 3 , respectively. Within C 1 or C 3 , only a single UE is supported by a single AP, which is a similar scenario to the regular NC design. However, in order to allow {α 10 , α 11 , α 7 , α 6 } to simultaneously serve all the UEs {μ 2 , μ 4 , μ 6 , μ 7 } within C 2 , we employ Zero-Forcing (ZF)-based VT techniques. More explicitly, we may write the channel's attenuation H C 2 between the multiple APs and UEs within C 2 as:
In order to attain mutually interference-free signals at the receivers, the transmitted signals 4 ] are precoded as ( P C 2 · X C 2 ) and we may write
) −1 obeys the ZF criterion for the sake of obtaining an interference-free identity matrix for H C 2 · G C 2 = I 4 and C 2 is introduced in order to satisfy the power constraint. Hence, the ICI can be totally eliminated at the multiple AP transmitters and as a result, all the UEs receive mutually interference-free signals. Let us now elaborate on the VT techniques a little further in general terms and derive the formations of G and .
Each UC-VT cluster C n is constituted by a set of APs V A,C n with a cardinality of N A,C n and a set of UEs V U,C n with a cardinality of N U,C n . Let further X t ∈ R N U,Cn ×1 and Y r ∈ R N U,Cn ×1 denote the vectors of transmitted and received signals, respectively. Upon using VT, we have
where γ and P t denote the Optical/Electronic (O/E) conversion efficiency and the transmitted optical power, respectively.
Furthermore, N denotes the noise, while the channel-matrix H ∈ R N U,Cn ×N A,Cn hosts the DC attenuations between the N U,C n UEs and the N A,C n APs, while the matrix G = H H · (H · H H ) −1 obeys the ZF criterion, which hence results in a beneficial interference-free identity matrix for H · G = I N U,Cn . Finally, the matrix is introduced to enforce the per-AP power constraints, hence we have
where G(i, :) is the ith row of G. To elaborate a little further, assuming that we have the per-AP optical power constraint of P t , the signal transmitted with the equal power from the ith AP is ϕ 2 G(i, :) 2 F . Note that we have P e = πP 2 t , when considering the Asymmetrically-Clipped Optical OFDM (ACO-OFDM) [8] . Hence, we have ϕ 2 G(i, :
In order to let each AP satisfy the power constraint, we have ϕ = min i πP 2 t / G(i, :) 2 F , as indicated in (7). Furthermore, let us define the SINR as the aggregate electronic power over the noise power in a bandwidth of B [MHz] [7] plus the sum of the electronic power received from other optical sources in the vicinity. Since the corresponding electronic power is proportional to the square of the electronic current's amplitude and both the intra-cluster and inter-cluster LOS interferences are mitigated, we may express the SINR for a particular UE μ j within the cluster C n as
where I r is the interference imposed by the reflected light.
Since the interference power received by the cluster under consideration is influenced by the ZF-based VT within other clusters, for simplicity, we assume that the interference imposed is always equal to its maximum value, which characterizes the worst-case situation in our VT cluster formations. Furthermore, N 0 [A 2 /Hz] is the noise power spectral density dominated by the shot noise N shot [10] given by N 0 ∼ = N shot = q I a (P r ) ∼ 10 −22 , where q denotes the electron charge and I a (P r ) is the photo-current at the receiver [7] . Note that there are two popular techniques of constructing white LEDs, namely either by mixing the Red-Green-Blue (RGB) frequencies using three chips, or by using a single blue LED chip with a phosphor layer. We consider the latter one, which is the favoured commercial version. Although the terminology of 'white' LED gives the impression of having all frequency components across the entire visible light spectrum, in fact only the blue frequency-range is detected. More explicitly, not even the entire blue frequency-range is detected, since the less responsive phosphorescent portion of the frequencyband is ignored. Hence, the modulation bandwidth is typically around 20 MHz, albeit this measured bandwidth depends on the specific LED product used. Given this 20 MHz bandwidth, we are now ready to employ ACO/DC biased Optical (DCO)-OFDM and partition it into arbitrary frequency reuse patterns.
III. METHODOLOGY
Let us now schedule multiple UEs in the VLC system in a PF manner by taking into account our UC-VT cluster formation, which is ultimately a joint UC-VT cluster formation and MUS problem. In this section, we commence with a general formulation of this joint problem and then propose an exhaustive search method, which finds the optimal solution maximizing the aggregate utility of the VLC system considered. In order to reduce the computational complexity imposed, the original problem is reformulated as an MWM problem, whose optimal solution is provided by the classic KM-algorithm-based [24] approach. For further simplifying the MUS process, we propose a greedy scheduling algorithm for finding a suboptimal solution for our original joint problem, whilst imposing a significantly reduced complexity. Note that for simplicity, we only consider LOS links in terms of constructing UC-VT clusters. By contrast, in addition to the LOS component, the effect of the first reflection will also be considered, when calculating both the UEs' SINR and the achievable data rate, as indicated in (8) . However, our algorithm is a generic one, which may be readily applied, when considering the reflected light for UC-VT cluster formation.
A. Problem Formulation
Our goal is to find the optimal UC-VT cluster formation for maximizing the long-term network-wide utility, while scheduling UEs in a PF manner, which is ultimately a joint cluster formation and MUS problem. In order to implement a PF scheduler, the weight of each link between APs and UEs may be defined as
where r α i ,μ j denotes the achievable data rate of the UE μ j from the AP α i during the current slot. Since the SINR ξ experienced by a particular UE is determined by the channel attenuation matrix (5) between the APs and UEs within the cluster, r α i ,μ j should be a function of the cluster formation, which may be written as:
where E is the set of established links, after the UEs have been scheduled and the UC-VT clusters have been constructed. Furthermore,r μ j denotes the long-term average throughput of the UE μ j , which may be obtained over a time window T F as a moving average according to [30] :
For a given UC-VT cluster formation {C n }, the aggregate utility may be formulated by taking into account the weight of each edge, where again, the weight physically represents the PF scheduling priority of the link [30] , which is formulated as:
where V A and V U denote the serving APs and the scheduled UEs set, respectively. It is plausible that various UC-VT cluster formations may lead to different total utility. The maximum value of the aggregate utility W may be achieved by finding the optimal cluster formation. Thus, our problem may be described as selecting an appropriate set of edges E * from E and then forming several UC-VT clusters, which maximizes (12) . Hence, our Objective Function (OF) may be formulated as:
Note that in (13) we focus our attention on the aggregate utility of the entire system and do not distinguish, which particular APs and UEs belong to which UC-VT clusters. Let us now discuss the constraint of (13), from the perspective of a single UC-VT cluster. As mentioned in Section II-B, the number of scheduled UEs should not exceed the service capability of a cluster employing VT, where again, the maximum number of UEs supported is equal to the number of APs. Hence, within a single UC-VT cluster C n we have
For solving (13) under the constraint of (14) and finding the optimal cluster formation, we have to know the weight of all edges in E. However, according to (9) , the weight ω(e α i ,μ j ) of a particular link is defined as a function of the data rate achieved by one of its endpoints μ j during its reception from the other endpoint α i , which can only be determined after all clusters have been formed, as briefly introduced in Section II-C. To the best of our knowledge, the optimal solution of this joint problem may only be found via exhaustive search.
B. Optimization of the Joint Problem
Given a VLC network topology having N A optical APs and N U UEs, it may be composed of some independent components, for example as shown in Fig. 2b . Note that these naturally disjoint components of the network may not constitute the final formations of the UC-VT cluster. More explicitly, there is no limitation concerning the number of APs and UEs within each single component of the network, apart from the fact that within a UC-VT cluster the cardinality of the actively served UE vertex set should be no larger than that of the AP set, as indicated by (14) . Each UC-VT cluster should be an independent component of the network, where no ICI is imposed on the neighbouring clusters. Furthermore, each individual network component should be connected at the outset, but each may become disconnected and partitioned into several sub-components/clusters throughout the process of scheduling the UEs, as shown in Fig. 2d , where S 2,1 , S 2,2 and S 2,3 will be regarded as a large merged cluster.
Still referring to Fig. 2b , in order to find the optimal cluster formation for maximizing (12) , the optimization is performed separately in Q 1 , Q 2 and Q 3 , which are independent network components. Within Q 1 , only a single UE μ 1 is capable of connecting with the AP α 4 , where α 4 either supports μ 1 or it will be turned off. Therefore, there are two AP-UE combination scenarios for Q 1 . Within Q 2 , there are three UEs, i.e. μ 2 , μ 3 and μ 6 , which are within the coverage of the AP α 10 . Hence, α 10 may either select one of them to support or become inactive. Thus, there are (3 + 1) choices for α 10 ii) Note that not the entire set of APs has to be active during the scheduling process. In other words, we do not limit the number of active APs or scheduled UEs, when aiming for finding the optimal cluster formation. Thus the concept of a virtual link is introduced for each AP, which theoretically exists, but it is turned off. Hence, the number of possible AP-UE combinations in Q m may be expressed as
where we have 1 ≤ N
Note that in (15), subtracting 1 implies that we have removed the undesired scenario, where all APs are turned off. iii) For each possible UC-VT cluster formation in Q m , the aggregate utility can be calculated and the optimal formation associated with the maximum utility is found correspondingly. Since each network component Q m is independent, the optimal cluster formation is separately found in each of them. Hence, for finding the optimal solution of (13) for the entire system, we need to repeat the process of ii) in each Q m . Thus the total number of possible AP-UE combinations is the summation of (15) for each Q m , which may be expressed as
The number of all possible cluster formations within a single scheduling time slot at a ms-based scale is given by (16), which is jointly determined by the number of APs (N A,Q m ) and number of UEs (N U,Q m ) as well as by the specific distribution of the UEs (N α i U,Q m ). For a network associated with a low density of UEs and a small number of APs, a desirable cluster formation solution may be achieved by exhaustively searching all the possibilities. For example, when 16 APs support 10 UEs, the optimal association will be found after searching ∼10 4 possible cluster formations. However, this search-space may become excessive within a time slot at a ms-based scale even for a modest-scale network, which makes the exhaustive search strategy unacceptable owing to its computational complexity. For example, as many as ∼10 7 cluster formations have to be searched within a single processing time slot, when there are 20 UEs supported by 16 APs. Hence, instead of solving the joint problem directly, we update the definition of the weight for each link and reformulate the original problem with the goal of significantly reducing the complexity, as it will be detailed in Section IV.
C. Distance-based Weight and Problem Reformulation
In (9), the weight of each link is related to the UE's achievable data rate, which cannot be determined before the UC-VT clusters have finally been constructed. Our ultimate goal is that of finding the optimal cluster formation based on the sum weight attained by appropriately scheduling the UEs, as indicated by (13) . In other words, the cluster formation and MUS problems were originally coupled. Hence, we opt for simplifying the original problem by adopting a deterministic weight for each AP-UE link. Thus, the maximization of the sum weight may be realized before the UC-VT clusters are constructed, and as a benefit, the joint cluster formation and MUS problem becomes decoupled.
As mentioned in Section III-B, the weight of each link between the AP and the UE is non-deterministic, which is influenced by how the UC-VT clusters are constructed, while the optimal cluster formation solution is determined by maximizing the sum weight of all the scheduled links. Hence, we opt for bypassing the non-deterministic weight assignment and instead, we opt for selecting active links according to their optical channel quality, which is significantly affected by the UE's position, according to (1) . We directly adopt each UE's position information for determining the weight of each link and introduce a new weighted bipartite graph G d (V, E), which is constructed based on the original graph G(V, E) and they have the same vertex and edge sets. However, the weight of each edge is redefined as
where l α i ,μ j represents the distance between the AP α i and the UE μ j . Given that the APs are fixed, the weight is determined by the specific position of each UE μ j . It can be readily seen from (1) that the VLC links having a shorter length have a better channel quality. Therefore, the weight is inversely proportional to the distance and thus the links associated with better channels have a higher weight. Note that if the UE μ j is too far away from the AP α i , namely μ j is not within the coverage of α i , it is reasonable to assume having ω d e α i ,μ j = 0.
Our problem becomes that of selecting a subset of links E * d having a better channel quality, and along with their endpoints they represent our UC-VT cluster formation. In general, within a UC-VT cluster, multiple APs serve multiple UEs and there may not be a one-to-one relationship. Nonetheless, in the first MUS step, we could select the one-to-one AP-UE pairs according to their distance-based weight, where the serving APs and the scheduled UEs are determined. Then, in the cluster formation step, the cluster may be constructed by adding other possible links between the selected AP-UE set. Thus the MUS and cluster formation problem is decoupled and solved separately. Note that in the MUS step, a specific set of the links between all the AP-UE pairs, which do not share the same AP or UE, is said to represent independent edges and they constitute a matching M defined over the graph. For example, in Fig. 2b we have 6 AP vertices plus 10 UE vertices as well as 14 edges. In order to construct a matching, 6 UEs are selected and each of them matches a specific AP associated with one edge, e.g.
To elaborate a litter further in general terms, let us first formally define the matching over a graph. As mentioned in Section III-B, the network graph model may be disconnected and divided into multiple independent components. For an individual component, denoted by Q m (V Q m , E Q m ), which is a subgraph of G d associated with the vertex set V Q m and the edge set E Q m , a matching M Q m may be defined as a specific subset of the edge set E Q m , where no pair of edges shares a vertex within M Q m . It is plausible that the cardinality of the edge-subset M Q m is given by the number of the M Q m -saturated AP/UE vertices, which belongs to the edges of M Q m . Otherwise, the vertices not belonging to the edges of M Q m are said to be M Q m -unsaturated. Hence, if we allow as many UEs as possible to be scheduled, M should have the highest possible cardinality. Furthermore, considering the weight of each edge, our cluster formation problem may be further reformulated as a MWM problem, where the OF may be written as:
Upon solving (18) within each individual network component, a set of APs as well as UEs is selected in order to form a UC-VT cluster along with all links between them. Thus, the solution of the MWM problem is expected to provide a suboptimal result for our original joint MUS and UC-VT cluster formation problem, which is however found at a significantly reduced complexity. (ω d (e α i ,μ j ) ) for each of the individual component Q m , the problem of (18) may be viewed as being equivalent to finding a set of independent elements from (ω d (e α i ,μ j ) ), in order to maximize the sum of these elements. The definition of independent Fig. 3. (a) A component of G d , Q 2 , where the distance-based weight of each link is assumed to be as seen in (a), which is inversely proportional to the AP-UE distances in Fig. 1a with the UEs' being randomly distributed. (b) List of all possible AP-UE matchings in Q 2 and the corresponding sum weight W Q . The best matching associated with the circled weights of (a) is the one in the grey-shaded line 7. elements indicates that none of them occupies the same row or column, where a row represents an AP and a column represents a UE. To be more explicit, the selected set of the independent elements in the weight matrix corresponds to a matching of the graph, since a single element represents an edge of the graph and no pair of these elements shares the same AP or UE. Thus our MWM problem has also been interpreted in a matrix form. Before finding the optimal solution of the afore-mentioned MWM problem, let us first introduce Theorem 1. (a i j ) , we can obtain a square matrix (a i j ) by attaching |n r − n c | lines of zero elements to (a i j ). Thus, (a i j ) and (a i j ) have the same optimal assignment solution and Theorem 1 can be readily applied for non-square rectangular matrices, where we have n r = n c .
D. Optimal MWM

If we construct a (N A,Q m × N U,Q m )-element weight matrix
In order to solve our MWM problem, which is derived from our joint cluster formation and MUS problem, we introduce the classic Kuhn-Munkres (KM) algorithm [24] , [25] , which is an efficient method of solving the matching problems of bipartite graphs and may be readily applied in a symmetric graph. However, the number of VLC UEs is usually higher than that of the optical APs within a single network component Q m , which results in an asymmetric bipartite graph. Owing to the efforts of Bourgeois and Lassalle [26] , an extension of the KM algorithm was developed for non-square rectangular matrices. Relying on this approach, we introduce a KM-algorithm-based technique of solving our UC-VT cluster formation problem. The mathematical formulation of the extended KM algorithm of [26] may be described as that of finding a set of k independent elements k = min{n r , n c } from a given (n r × n c )-element matrix (b i, j ), in order to minimize the sum of these elements. However, our problem is not a minimization, but a maximization problem associated with the OF of (18) . Therefore, we first transform our MWM problem into an equivalent assignment problem based upon Theorem 1 and then invoke the KM algorithm for finding the optimal solution of the equivalent problem, which is also optimal for our MWM problem. Furthermore, since the MWM result of each naturally disjoint network component is mutually independent, the matching algorithm is executed within each individual component in a parallel manner.
As shown in Fig. 3a , Q 2 is an independent network component and also a subgraph of our weighted graph G d , which also shows the individual weights of the {α i − μ j } links. In order to schedule the maximum number of UEs, given the four APs in Q 2 , four of them will be selected and each one is paired with a specific AP, where the possible matchings and the corresponding sum weight values are shown in Fig. 3b . For example, bearing in mind Fig. 3a , the first matching of the first row in Fig. 3b may represent {α 10 → μ 2 , α 11 → μ 4 , α 7 → μ 7 , α 6 → μ 5 }, which leads to a sum weight of W Q = 4 l=1 ω l = 4 + 3 + 4 + 2 = 13. The specific matching of the seventh row in Fig. 3b is {α 10 → μ 3 , α 11 → μ 2 , α 7 → μ 4 , α 6 → μ 6 }, which is represented by the shaded row of Fig. 3b . This achieves the largest sum weight of W Q = 4 l=1 ω l = 2 + 4 + 6 + 4 = 16. The corresponding weights in Fig. 3a are circled. Hence they represent the optimal matching in the scenario considered.
Instead of listing all matchings, we now proceed by constructing an equivalent minimization problem for our MWM and invoke the KM algorithm [24] , [26] for finding the optimal solution, which is described in detail in Appendix A. As shown in Fig. 4a , the KM-algorithm-based approach provides the optimal solution for the MWM problem (18) , with its UE-AP distance-based weight defined by (17) . The matched AP-UE pairs form a UC-VT cluster and the aggregate utility in (12) can be calculated according to the matching result. (18) relying on the distance-based weight defined by (17) , which is provided by the KM-algorithmbased assignment. (b) The UC-VT cluster formation based on the matching result of Fig. 3a , where more links are added for employing VT and thus the multiple APs {α 10 , α 11 , α 7 , α 6 } are capable of supporting all the scheduled UEs {μ 2 , μ 3 , μ 4 , μ 6 } simultaneously. The triangle with a dashed boundary denotes the specific UE, which is not scheduled during the current slot.
However, by employing VT among the set of APs and UEs, the actual cluster may be formed with the aid of more links, as seen in Fig. 4b . Thus, the UC-VT cluster formation provided by the single-to-single matching solution may not be optimal for (13) , but it is capable of offering an acceptable suboptimal solution attained at a lower complexity than that of the exhaustive search. Explicitly, it has a complexity order of O(k 2 × l) [26] , where we have k = min{N A,Q m , N U,Q m } and l = max{N A,Q m , N U,Q m }. The complexity of both the exhaustive search and KM algorithm will be investigated in Section IV in the context of our VLC-based network.
E. Proposed Greedy Cluster Formation/MUS Algorithm
In order to further simplify the procedures of scheduling the UEs in our UC-VT cluster formation, in this section we propose a greedy cluster formation/MUS algorithm operating at a low complexity, which is also capable of achieving a near-optimal solution for our original cluster formation problem of (13) . Before discussing our proposed MUS problem, let us first introduce some notations. Explicitly, V U,α i denotes the set of UEs within the coverage of a specific AP α i with a UE-cardinality of N U,α i . Each UE μ j is assumed to have a scheduling priority corresponding to each AP α i , which is given by the weight in (17) . Let
) denote the priority of each element of V U,α i representing the AP α i . Furthermore, if a UE does not receive any connection request from any AP during the slot considered, it is said to be an idle UE; otherwise, it is an active UE. Let us now introduce our algorithm by considering Fig. 5a, for example. i) Initial selection. Each VLC AP α i selects the specific UE μ α i j from V U,α i associated with the highest distance-based priority, which satisfies
If the UE μ α i j receives an assignment request exclusively from the AP α i , this AP-UE pair is referred to as a Single-to-Single Matching (SSM), which may be formally defined as
For example, as shown in Fig. 5b, μ 4 only receives an assignment request from α 7 , although it also falls within the coverage of α 11 , since μ 2 has the largest scheduling weight of 4 for α 11 and therefore the {α 11 → μ 4 } link of weight 3 is ignored. Similarly the {α 6 → μ 6 } link of weight 4 is also a SSM, because the {α 6 → μ 5 } and {α 6 → μ 7 } links have a lower weight of 2. Hence, the AP-UE association after this initial selection is shown in Fig. 5b , where the low-weight links are only shown with dotted lines. ii) Tentative-cluster construction. If a UE is offered multiple connection opportunities by different APs, this is said to be a Multiple-to-Single Matching (MSM), which may be defined as
where we have M MSM = {(α 10 , α 11 ) → μ 2 } in the example of Fig. 5b , since μ 2 has the highest priority for both α 10 and α 11 . Furthermore, each MSM is assumed to construct a tentative-cluster, as also shown in Fig. 5b , where the shaded triangles indicate the hitherto unsupported UEs. iii) Expansion of the tentative-cluster. Within a tentative-
hitherto unsupported UE to be supported with the highest priority, provided that there are still unsupported UEs in V U,α i . Accordingly, as indicated by Fig. 5c , α 10 reselects the unsupported UE μ 3 , since the set V α 10 U \ (μ 2 , μ 6 ) = μ 3 is non-empty and μ 3 is the only unsupported UE within the coverage of α 10 . However, since the set V α 11 U \ (μ 2 , μ 4 ) = ∅ is empty, α 11 does not have any additional UE to support. iv) Cluster formation. In order to mitigate the inter-cluster interference, the scheduled UEs found in the overlapping areas of some neighbouring APs determine the cooperation of these APs. More explicitly, if a particular scheduled UE has the benefit of a LOS ray from several different APs, then the UE sends a cooperation request to these APs. For example, in Fig. 5d μ 2 sends its cooperation request to {α 10 , α 11 }, while μ 4 and μ 6 request cooperation with {α 11 , α 7 } and {α 10 , α 6 }, respectively, as indicated by the incomplete ellipsoids. Thus all the cooperating APs and their matching UEs construct a single UC-VT cluster in the examples of Fig. 1b . Recall that N A APs are only capable of simultaneously supporting at most the same number of UEs according to (14) . Therefore, during the expansion of the tentative-cluster, the number of active UEs becomes (N A + 1), provided that all APs can connect with an idle UE. Hence, the UE having the smallest priority is removed. Let us now provide an overview of the greedy cluster formation/MUS technique in form of Algorithm 1. Update:
Initial selection:
Tentative-cluster construction: 
IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we will present our simulation results characterising the MUS and cluster formation algorithms, with a special emphasis on our UC-VT cluster formation. A 15 m×15 m×3 m room model is considered, which is covered by a VLC down-link including (4 × 4) uniformly distributed optical APs at a height of 2.5 m. The parameters of the LED arrays are summarized in TABLE II. Our investigations include both the LOS and the first reflected light-path, where the channel's DC attenuation is given by (1) and (2), respectively. Furthermore, as mentioned in Section II, ACO-OFDM is considered and the associated capacity is given as R = B 4 log 2 (1 + ξ) according to [9] , where ξ is the SINR of (8). Our simulation results were averaged over 50 independent snapshots and each snapshot is constituted by 50 consecutive time slots having a length of 1 ms. The UEs at a height of 2.5 m are random uniformly distributed at the beginning of each snapshot and they move randomly during the consecutive 50 time slots at a speed of 1 m/s. The locations of the UEs are reported every time slot, i.e. every 1 ms.
A. Complexity Analysis
As shown in Fig. 6a , when the number of UEs is less than 5, the exhaustive search may be an appealing low-complexity approach of finding the optimal solution for our joint optimization problem. However, the number of possible cluster formations found by employing the exhaustive search may become excessive with the number of UEs increased. Even if there are only 16 UEs supported by 16 APs, the average number of possible formations becomes as high as 5 × 10 6 in a single simulation run. By contrast, the complexity of the KM-algorithm based approach may become inadequate in low-UE-density scenarios. However, when the number of UEs is higher than that of the APs, the complexity is only linearly increased with the number of UEs, according to [26] . Fig. 6b shows both the normalized throughput and the sum utility of various cluster/cell formations, where the traditional NC cell formation designs relying on UFR and on the FR factor of two (FR-2) are considered as our benchmarkers. We adopt the MUS algorithm for the UFR and FR-2 discussed in our previous work [15] . Both the highest throughput attained and the sum utility are quantified for the proposed UC-VT cluster formation, whose optimal solution is found by the exhaustive search. The optimal MWM provides a similar solution as our proposed greedy algorithm, both of which are about 90% of the optimal exhaustive search-based value in the scenario considered. Therefore, we will omit the optimal exhaustive search in the rest of this treatise and we opt for the MWM solution as well as for the more practical greedy algorithm for finding the UC-VT cluster formation solution.
B. Throughput Investigations 1) Throughput Investigations for Various FOV and UE Density:
Since the FOV is an influential parameter in VLC networks in Fig. 7a , we consider its effect on the system's performance. The average throughput per UE is reduced, when the FOV 3 is increased, due to the increased interference, while our proposed UC-VT cluster formation remains superior in all scenarios considered. In particular, observe in Fig. 7a that the UFR 3 In order to evaluate the system's performance for various FOVs, we selected 110 • /115 • and 120 • /125 • . In the former scenario, the UE is capable of receiving data from two neighboring APs and the area contaminated by potential interference is modest. When the FOV is increased to 120 • /125 • , the UE is capable of receiving data from four APs and the potential interferencecontaminated area is also increased. These four FOVs correspond to different interference levels, although their absolute values are quite similar. design exhibits the worst interference immunity and offers the lowest throughput, when the FOV is higher than 115 • . Fig. 7b shows the average throughput per UE provided by different cluster formation/cell formation schemes associated with various UE densities, where the FOV is 120 • . As expected, our proposed UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing the highest average throughput for all the UE densities considered.
2) Throughput Investigations for Various LOS Blocking Probabilities: As mentioned in Section I, the performance of VLC systems is expected to be seriously degraded in non-LOS scenarios. In order to investigate the non-LOS behaviour of this VLC system, we introduce the LOS blocking probability P b and assume that the achievable data rateR obeys a Bernoulli distribution [13] , with the probability mass function of:
where R s and R r denote the achievable data rate of the UE either in the presence or absence of LOS reception. Then the VLC down-link data rate may be written asR
At this stage, we assume that all LOS paths are blocked with an equal probability. As shown in Fig. 8 , the average UE throughput attained is reduced upon increasing the LOS blocking probability in all the scenarios considered, but our UC-VT cluster formation still achieves a higher throughput. Furthermore, the system performance of the MWM approach and of our proposed greedy cluster formation/MUS algorithm remains quite similar, regardless of the specific blocking probability and FOV.
C. Fairness Investigations
In order to investigate the grade of fairness experienced by the UEs, the Service Fairness Index (SFI) of [31] is introduced. The objective of ensuring fairness amongst the UEs is to guarantee that all UEs benefit from the same throughput within a given period, provided that the UEs' data rate requirements are identical [12] , which is often unrealistic. The SFI was defined as [31] : which reflects the maximum throughput-difference of different UEs. If the SFI is low, the throughput-difference is low and the UEs are served fairly, while if the SFI is high, the UEs experiencing a lower data rate may complain about their unfair treatment. Furthermore, by jointly considering the throughput, we may define
Hence, constitutes a comprehensive system performance metric, joint characterising both the throughput as well as the service fairness. If is low, the system either provides a low throughput or a poor fairness; and vice versa. Fig. 9a shows the normalized throughput and SFI of various cell formations and cluster formations, where the UFR design has the worst performance associated with the lowest . Moreover, the Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of the UE throughput is shown in Fig. 9b . It can be seen that the UE may have as high as 40% probability of remaining unserved during each time slot in all the scenarios considered.
D. Irregular VLC AP Arrangements
Our proposed UC-VT cluster formation and MUS scheme may be readily applied to arbitrary topologies. Let us consider Fig. 10a , for example. This specific VLC AP arrangement was advocated in [32] for reducing the Signal-to-Noise-Ratio (SNR) fluctuation and was also employed in [16] for implementing a scheduling algorithm. As shown in Fig. 10a, 12 LED lamps constitute a circle and 4 LED lamps are placed in the corners at a height of 2.5 m, which are referred to here as the circular-LED arrangement and corner-LED arrangement, respectively. The power of each LED array is 14.4 W and 36.8 W in the circular-and corner-arrangements of our simulations. Thus the total number of optical APs remains 16 and the sum of their transmission power is at most 320 W, which is the same as that of the regular (4 × 4) LED array arrangement. Fig. 10b shows the average throughput per UE for the LED arrangement of Fig. 10b . The average throughput is slightly reduced, when the radius of the LED circle is increased from 4 m to 4.5 m, but our proposed UC-VT cluster formation still outperforms the traditional cell formation design in all scenarios of this circular LED arrangement.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, an amorphous UC-VT cluster formation was proposed for mitigating the ICI and to allow a single cluster to support multiple UEs. The MUS problem combined with our UC-VT cluster formation was investigated and the optimal solution was found by an exhaustive search approach. Since the exhaustive search may become complex, the original joint problem was reformulated as a MWM problem, which was solved by the classic KM-algorithm-based method. In order to further reduce the computational complexity, an efficient greedy MUS algorithm was proposed for constructing our UC-VT clusters. Our simulation results demonstrated that the UC-VT cluster formation is capable of providing a higher average UE throughput than the traditional NC cell designs in all the scenarios considered. Despite the promise of the UC-VT cluster formation, naturally, some challenges arise when incorporating our system-level UC design into VLC environments. The open challenges may be highlighted from various perspectives, including the acquisition of accurate location information, the research of robustness to LOS blocking, the technology counterpart to be used for up-link support, etc.
APPENDIX A KM-ALGORITHM-BASED APPROACH FOR FINDING THE OPTIMAL MWM
Let us first rely on Lemma 1, where having independent elements indicates that none of them occupies the same row or column.
Lemma 1: (König Theorem) [26] . If z is the maximum number of independent zero elements in the matrix (a α i ,μ j ), then there are z lines (rows, columns or both) containing all the zeros elements of (a α i ,μ j ) .
First, the weight matrix (ω d (e α i ,μ j )) of Fig. 3a is formulated, as shown in Fig. 11a , where the weight is set to zero when there is no link between two vertices. Our problem is that of maximizing the sum weight, while the KM algorithm is suitable for a minimization problem. We have to construct an equivalent matrix (a α i ,μ j ) for (ω d (e α i ,μ j ) − ω d (e α i ,μ j ) ) be the matrix (a α i ,μ j ) , as shown in Fig. 11b , and its optimal matching solution minimizing the sum weight is also optimal for our MWM problem. Next, find a zero in each column of (c α i − ω d (e α i ,μ j )). If however there is no starred zero either in its row or in its column, we mark it by a star, again as shown in Fig. 11b . Then we mark every column containing a 0 * by a vertical line and all the 0 * form a set of independent zeros, since none of them occupies the same row or column. The above-mentioned procedure is our initialization step, which may be described as: i) Initialization. Generate an initial label set (c α i ), where for each row α i we have: e α i ,μ j ) 
If |(z j )| = min{N A,Q m , N U,Q m } columns are marked, we find the desired matching, where each AP matches a specific UE and the sum weight of their links is maximized, which furthermore form a UC-VT cluster. Otherwise, the cardinality of the matching will be iteratively increased during the following steps. If there are no unmarked zeros as shown in Fig. 11b , the current matrix should be modified according to If there is a starred zero in its row, mark this row by a line and remove the line from the column of the starred zero, as shown in Fig. 11d . Then we prime another unmarked zero in the second row indicated by the bold font, but there is no starred zero in its row. According to the starred and primed zero alternating rules of [26] , we obtain the matrix seen in Fig. 11e , where the number of independent zeros reached its maximum given by the number of rows. Correspondingly, the number of lines containing all these zeros becomes maximal, as stated by Lemma 1, where the maximum number of independent zeros is equal to the number of lines containing them. The algorithm terminates here in our scenario. However, if the number of marked columns is still insufficient, the set of independent zeros has to be increased by iteratively repeating the above-mentioned steps, commencing from the Adjustment stage. Thus, we find the optimal solution for our MWM, which is {α 10 → μ 3 , α 11 → μ 2 , α 7 → μ 4 , α 6 → μ 6 }, namely the same as indicated in Fig. 3b .
